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At mid-day on 19 September 2008, nine days after start-up, an incident 
occurred in one of the eight sectors (sector 3-4) of the LHC. The cause was a 
faulty superconducting electrical connection between two of the LHC magnets. 
When the electrical current increased above 9000 A, part of the cable developed 
an electrical resistance which resulted in a large release of resistive electric 
power in the cable. Within one second, an electrical arc punctured the helium 
enclosure and released more than one ton of liquid helium into the insulation 
vacuum of the cooling system. Since several magnets share a common 
insulation vacuum, the resulting large increase in pressure led to mechanical 
damage of up to 24 dipole magnets and 5 quadrupole magnets.

Sector 3-4 was warmed up so that repairs can take place.  29 magnets was 
taken out, brought to the surface, repaired and tested, then re-installed and re-
connected. The beam pipes were carefully cleaned as well. 
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Sector 3-4 was warmed up so that repairs can take place.  29 magnets was 
taken out, brought to the surface, repaired and tested, then re-installed and re-
connected. The beam pipes were carefully cleaned as well. 

Confusion and frustration: the accident

A single bunch of protons traveling at full speed has the same kinetic energy as a one-ton 
elephant running at 50 km/h, and the entire energy contained in the beam is 315 megajoules 
(MJ), enough to melt nearly 500 kg of copper.

Considerable efforts have gone into the security of the LHC.
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Triumph for he Standard Theory
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Gauge and Higgs Interactions
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Electromagnetism? (Maxwell,..)
 Special and general relativity? (Einstein,..)

Quantum Mechanics? (Planck, Bohr, ...)
Quantum Field Theory ? (Heisenberg, Pauli, Fermi,..)

.........  ?

 Developments of the theoretical concepts 

Complexity of nature is described with the help of simple  a 
priori principles of universal validity at the deepest level

Ingenious, brilliant experiments  with 
spectacular breakthroughs provide data

 to uncover these principles

Where to start history?

Modern Science:
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    Weyl:  Invariance to local change of electron wave function 
requires the introduction of photon field and dictates the 

form of electromagnetic interactions

... simple  a priori principles of universal 
validity at the deepest level...

Heisenberg, Pauli :   Quantum Field Theory as Framework

Feynman, Schwinger, Tomanaga :   Renormalizability
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  Symmetries  and Renormalizability

Quantum fluctuations calculated in perturbation theory are 
plagued by infinities removed by the procedure of 

renormalization. Precision tests: g-2, Lamb-shift, etc.

Triumph of QED

Trouble with gravity: non-renormalizable 
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New brilliant experiments created
crises of QFT  in the 50’s and  60‘s.

Fermi theory of weak interactions are non-renormalizable

Hadronic interactions  are strong: quantum fluctuations can not 
be treated in weak perturbation theory (S-matrix methods, 

axiomatic field theory, unitarity, causality, Lorenz-invariance)

Fundamental symmetries are violated

 The concept of CHIRAL FERMIONS has emerged:      
left handed neutrinos and right handed anti-neutrinos. 

P and PT violation, CP-invariance, V-A theory of weak interactions
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 THREE NEW DEEP THEORETICAL CONCEPTS APPEARED 

All three had phenomenological difficulties
 They  were largely ignored by the majority of physicists

Even in dark time of confusion and frustration there are usually a steady 
evolution of theoretical ideas
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 1. YANG-MILLS THEORY

Yang-Mills Symmetry (1954): non-Abelian gauge theory
All gauge bosons are massless (Pauli)

a)  Intermediate vector boson  theory of weak interactions requires 
massive vector bosons 

Massive vector theories are not renormalizable

CAN WE HAVE  GAUGE THEORIES WITH 
MASSIVE GAUGE BOSONS? 

Weinberg, Nambu,Sakurai, approximate YM symmetry ? 
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•    Superconductivity by  Ginzburg, Landau (1950) : Bose condensate
•    BCS (Bardeen, Cooper, Schrieffer) theory of superconductivity (1957):   
               pairs of electrons  bind to form spinless composite bosons 

Spontaneous symmetry breaking in particle physics:
Nambu (1960) 

Chirally invariant relativistic model of interacting fermions. Dynamical spontaneous 
symmetry breaking can generate  fermion masses. Model without gauge invariance.
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3. Approximate symmetries. 
SU(3) classification of mesons and baryons (1960)

•   Isospin Heisenberg (1932)
•    SU(3) Gell-Mann (1960)

Mass splitting within the members of the multiplets. In SU(3) mass splitting between 
the multiplets of the SU(2) subgroup

Are spontaneously broken symmetries the origin 
of    approximate symmetries?

NO !  Goldstone theorem.
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Goldstone theorem with dreadful consequences:   
additional massless particles (1961)

The one particle states do not form even multiplets of the original symmetry 

   Goldostone, Salam, Weinberg formal general proof (1962).
       Yang-Mills theories have not been considered. 

a)  The Lagrangian is symmetric, the ground state is not symmetric 

  b)  To all those generators of the  Lie-algebra under them the ground state is not
symmetric  corresponds a massless scalar (Nambu-Goldstone )boson.
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Goldstone bosons and gauge theory

                                               Gilbert, W. (March, 1964, PRL)
 The failure of the Goldstone theorem in the nonrelativistic case is a type which
cannot exist when Lorenz invariance is imposed on a theory.
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                                               Gilbert, W. (March, 1964, PRL)
 The failure of the Goldstone theorem in the nonrelativistic case is a type which
cannot exist when Lorenz invariance is imposed on a theory.

                                    Peter Higgs (July 27, 1964, Phys.Lett.)
 He shows that Gilbert argument is not correct.  In gauge theories  gauge fixing   
introduces fixed four vectors or indefinite metric.
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                                    Englert Brout (June 26, 1964, Phys.Lett.)

1.  Photon coupled to charged scalar particle (relativistic Ginzburg-Landau Lagrangian)
     “Goldstone bosons restore the gauge symmetry for massive gauge bosons”

⇧µ⌫ =
�i

k2 �m2
�

✓
gµ⌫ �

kµk⌫

k2

◆
, m2

� = e2 < �1 >2 .
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2. Generalization to Yang-Mills theory

µ2
a = (< � > TaTa < � >)

                                    Englert Brout (June 26, 1964, Phys.Lett.)

1.  Photon coupled to charged scalar particle (relativistic Ginzburg-Landau Lagrangian)
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                           The example of complex scalar field coupled to photon. 

1. Massive scalar
2. Massive photon
i)  Discusses the breakdown of SU(3) to SU(2)
ii)  Draws attention to incomplete multiplets of scalar
    (Higgs-bosons)  and vector bosons.
iii) Points to possible applications to hadron physics.
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                           The example of complex scalar field coupled to photon. 

1. Massive scalar
2. Massive photon
i)  Discusses the breakdown of SU(3) to SU(2)
ii)  Draws attention to incomplete multiplets of scalar
    (Higgs-bosons)  and vector bosons.
iii) Points to possible applications to hadron physics.

 Papers  is rejected from Phys.Lett.  Resubmitted to PRL.  Referee asks
 to put reference to Brout-Englert. (Both case the referee is Nambu).

in the physical spectrum we find 
In perturbation theory   

              Gilbert did not accept the criticism
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                                    Peter Higgs (December 27, 1965, PR, Chapel Hill)
                         Spontaneous Symmetry Breakdown without Massless Bosons 

1. Points out to applications to weak interactions  quoting Bludman and Glashow
2. Points out to possible applications to strong interactions quoting Sakurai,    
Salam,Ward.
3. Recognizing the importance of radiative corrections and renormalization.
4. Calculates scalar decay to vector bosons. Scalar vector and vector-vector
    scattering amplitudes
5. Points out  that the original symmetry is almost unrecognizable n the physical  
    states
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Invitations to Princeton and Harvard. Strong criticism.
Weinberg and Schwinger do not attend his seminar at Harvard.
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                                    Peter Higgs (December 27, 1965, PR, Chapel Hill)
                         Spontaneous Symmetry Breakdown without Massless Bosons 

1. Points out to applications to weak interactions  quoting Bludman and Glashow
2. Points out to possible applications to strong interactions quoting Sakurai,    
Salam,Ward.
3. Recognizing the importance of radiative corrections and renormalization.
4. Calculates scalar decay to vector bosons. Scalar vector and vector-vector
    scattering amplitudes
5. Points out  that the original symmetry is almost unrecognizable n the physical  
    states

Invitations to Princeton and Harvard. Strong criticism.
Weinberg and Schwinger do not attend his seminar at Harvard.

    1-2   citations in 1965-1966. A good paper by Kibble (October 1966)
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Application of SBB to particle physics 
Weinberg (1966-1967)
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i)  Strong interactions must have a spontaneously broken symmetry,
 SU(2)xSU(2), consisting of ordinary isospin transformations plus chiral isospin 
transformations acting oppositely on the left and the right-handed parts of the 
nucleon.

ii) If it is an exact symmetry, but spontaneously broken, the symmetry 
implications are found in the precise predictions for the low-energy interactions of 
the massless Goldstone-bosons.  These predictions match the  “soft pion 
theorems” found in current algebra and applied to strong interactions.
The pion is  approximately a Goldstone boson. 
The Goldstone bosons should not be removed from the theory.  
No mention yet what happens in gauge theory.
Gell-Mann Levy sigma model gives Lagrangian realization.

iii)In the intermediate vector boson theory of weak interactions we
    have a massive vector boson and no massless scalars.

1967: apply SSB to WEAK INTERACTIONS!

Application of SBB to particle physics 
Weinberg (1966-1967)
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Weinberg-Salam model of unification of 
electromagnetic and weak forces (1967)

Model of unified theory of electro-weak interactions of leptons and photons:
electron-neutrino: left  handed electron and neutrino and a right handed
 electron. SU(2)xU(1) symmetry. (Glashow, Salam, Ward, Weinberg).
Quark model still obsolete...

Generate mass for the gauge bosons with the Higgs-mechanism.
Gauge interaction with  scalars.                                global symmetry
 Gauge only the  subgroup

Prediction: massive gauge bosons, neutral current and one scalar boson.
The model is likely renormalizable. 

SU(2)L ⇥ SU(2)R
SU(2)L ⇥U(1)Y
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Extension of the Weinberg model to hadrons (1970)

 Many attempts

Glashow-Iliopoulos-Maiani (GIM)  1970

Avoids flavor changing neutral currents provided the charm 
quark mass is not too large (GIM mechanism)
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Extension of the Weinberg model to hadrons (1970)
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TRIPLET VERSUS DOUBLETS

 Many attempts

Glashow-Iliopoulos-Maiani (GIM)  1970

Avoids flavor changing neutral currents provided the charm 
quark mass is not too large (GIM mechanism)

Bjorken,Ll.C.Smith, Georgi, Glashow:  neutral currents or heavy leptons
8 possible “minimal schemes”.
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‘t Hooft (1971), Amsterdam conference
   Quantization of Yang-Mills theories, Fadeev-Popov  ghosts

Yang-Mills theories are renormalizable

Yang-Mills theories coupled to fermions and scalars are renormalizable.
Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking  does not spoil renormalizability

            Salam-Weinberg model is renormalizable
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B. W. Lee establishes  the names Higgs-meachnism 
and Higgs-boson (1972)

Talk at ICHEP 1972 (Femilab)
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The principle of model building

   Higgs’ paper has  2,3 citations per 
year in 1967-1971
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     Asymptotic Freedom, QCD (1973, Gross Wilczek, Politzer)

    Discovery of gluon jets at DESY (1979)

    Discovery of W and Z at CERN (UA1, UA2 experiments, 1983)  

    Discovery of a  Higgs-like resonance  ATLAS, CMS CERN (2012)

Calendar of the verification of the SM

    Discovery of bottom quark Ledermann (1976)

     Discovery of charm  and of  tau lepton (1974,1975)

    Experimental verification of Weinberg-Salam model (Prescott1978)

    Discovery of top quark Fermilab (1994)
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Universal Gauge Principle Rules the Interactions

         Gravity:                                           Space-time diffeomorphism

          QED:                                                   Abelian gauge theory

           QCD:           Non-abelian gauge theory, asymptotically free

 Weak forces:                            Spontaneously broken gauge theory

Elegant and rich in its realizations

Symmetry Breaking Sector: a fifth  (Higgs-Yukawa)  force is 
provided by interaction of SU(2) doublet scalar bosons.

Discovery of the Higgs boson: 
The triumph of   the Standard Theory
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PART II: 

EXPERIMENT AND PHENOMENOLOGY
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Development of the  Higgs-phenomenology  

Theoretical Constraints on Higgs Mass:

Slow start for phenomenology:

Higgs Boson on the Experimental Agenda:

Unitarity,  triviality, stability of the Higgs-potential

neutron-nucleon scattering, emission from starts
Neutron-electron scattering, nuclear      0+ � 0+ transitions,

MH > 18 MeV

MH < 0.7� 1.0 TeV
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LEP: Ellis, Gaillard, Nanopoulos, 1976, Bjorken. 1978e+ + e� ! Z + H and Z! H + µ+µ�

3.
The Higgs Hunter's Guide 
John F. Gunion (UC, Davis), Howard E. Haber (UC, Santa Cruz), Gordon L. Kane (Michigan U.), Sally Dawson (Brookhaven). Jun 1989. 404 pp
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Higgs-phenomenology started very slowly

• Emission from stars: 
  MH > 0.7 me (Sato & Sato, 1975)

• Neutron-electron scattering:
  MH > 0.7 MeV (Rafelski, Muller, Soff & Greiner; Watson 

& Sundaresan; Adler, Dashen & Treiman; 1974)

• Neutron-nucleus scattering:
  MH > 13 MeV (Barbieri & Ericson, 1975)

• Nuclear 0+ – 0+ transitions:
  MH > 18 MeV (Kohler, Watson & Becker, 1974)
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of the Higgs Boson
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The SSC and LHC proposals

SSC put forward in 1981
Building in the period 1986-1993
In 1993 it was terminated by  Al Gore

Weinberg: biggest science policy mistake in US history ...

Superconducting
SuperCollider
1981-1994
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LHC and the discovery of the Higgs-boson
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*1984	
 Workshop on a Large Hadron Collider in the LEP tunnel, Lausanne. 
*1987	
 Workshop on Physics at Future Accelerators, La Thuile, Italy; the Rubbia “Long-Range 
             Planning Committee” recommends the LHC as the right choice for CERN’s future 
*1990	
  European Committee for Future Accelerators (ECFA) LHC Workshop, Aachen, Germany
            (discussion of physics, technologies, and designs for LHC experiments) 
1992	
 General Meeting on LHC Physics and Detectors, Évian-les-Bains, France 
           (four general-purpose experiment designs presented along with their physics performance)
1993	
 Three letters of intent evaluated by the CERN peer review committee LHCC; 
           ATLAS and CMS selected to proceed to a detailed technical proposal 
1995	
 The LHC accelerator approved for construction 
1996	
 ATLAS and CMS technical proposals approved 
1997	
 Formal approval for ATLAS and CMS to move to construction (materials cost 
           ceiling of 475 million Swiss francs) 
1997	
 Construction commences [after approval of detailed engineering design of sub-detectors
            (magnets, inner tracker, calorimeters, muon system, trigger, and data acquisition)]
 2000	
 Assembly of experiments commences; LEP accelerator is closed down to make 
           way for the LHC 
*2000  Workshop on the Standard Model (and more) and the LHC
2008	
 LHC experiments ready for pp collisions; LHC starts operation; an incident stops LHC   
           operation 
2009	
 LHC restarts operation; pp collisions recorded by LHC detectors
2010	
 LHC collides protons at high energy (center-of-mass energy of 7 TeV) 
2012	
 LHC operates at 8 TeV; discovery of the Higgs boson
2014   LHC upgrade to 14 TeV

LHC and the discovery of the Higgs-boson
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La Thuile and Geneve 7-13 January 1987
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total
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Superb electromagnetic 
calorimeter is needed

to suppress jet background

 Large Hadron Collider Workshop Aachen(ECFA,1990)

x

x

x
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Theory and phenomenology in the last decade
           Higgs-search become first priority

NLO and NNLO QCD corrections Monte Carlo simulations

Garzelli, Kardos, Papadopoulos, Trócsányi
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What are the lessons of the Higgs-discovery?

What is the significance of the mass value of  125.5 +/- 1 GeV 

Full agreement with the SM:  no new physics at the LHC?

All the couplings of the SM are in the range of  “weak coupling” 
up to the Planck-scale

The predictions of the theory can reliably calculated in       
 perturbation theory
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1011 GeV
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The SM scalar potential
Including quantum corrections, parameters get renormalised around the vev:

V (H) ⇡ �m2(µ ⇠ h)

2
|H|2

| {z }
negligible at h�v

+�(µ ⇠ h)|H|4 H =

 
0
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A too heavy Higgs makes �(µ) non-perturbative at large energy
A too heavy top makes �(µ) negative at large energy...

...so the SM potential falls down at large vev
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For the measured masses both � and its �-function vanish around MPl!!?

(This would be the main message bla bla quantum gravity bla bla)

Instability  at around                        ?

For the measured masses both λ and its β-function vanish around MPl!!?
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Quantum tunneling to stable vacuumSM is valid to the Planck-scale
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Naturalness and  the mass of the Higgs-boson 
 

46

The mass of the Higgs boson has been established within a narrow range such that all SM parameters  are known with 
remarkable accuracy.

The naturalness principle: physics beyond the Standard Model (SM) must exist at a scale ΛNP such 
that quadratically divergent quantum corrections to the Higgs squared mass are made finite 
(presumably up to a log divergence) and not much larger than the Higgs mass mh itself. 

Joseph Lykken                                                     MITP Workshop “The First Three Years Of The LHC”, Mainz, March 18-22, 2013

standard naturalness dogma

4

The standard argument is simple: start with the SM and start computing 
radiative corrections to the Higgs mass with an explicit cutoff:4 P. Grangé et al.: The fine-tuning problem revisited in the light of the Taylor-Lagrange renormalization scheme

Fig. 1. Radiative corrections to the Higgs mass in the Stan-
dard Model in second order of perturbation theory. For simplic-
ity, we have not shown contributions from ghosts or Goldstone
bosons.

shown in Fig. 1. We have left out, for simplicity, all contri-
butions coming from ghosts and Goldstone bosons. Each
diagram in this figure gives a contribution to the self-
energy �i⇥(p2), where p is the four-momentum of the
external particle, and we have

M2
H = M2

0 +⇥(M2
H) . (13)

Using a näıve cut-o� to regularize the amplitudes, these
radiative corrections lead to the well known mass correc-
tion

M2
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0 +
3�2

C

8⌅2v2
⇤
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H + 2M2
W +M2

Z � 4m2
t
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+ . . . ,

(14)
where mt,MW,Z and MH are the masses of the top quark,
W,Z and Higgs bosons respectively, and v is the vacuum
expectation value of the Higgs potential in the Standard
Model. The dots include logarithmic corrections in �C as
well as contributions independent of �C in the large �C

limit.
The calculation of the four di�erent types of contribu-

tions shown in Fig. 1 is very easy in TLRS. Let us first
illustrate the calculation of the simple Higgs loop contri-
bution in Fig. 1.b. In Euclidean space one has
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where k2E is the square of the four-momentum k in Eu-
clidean space. As already mentioned in Sec. 2, � is an
arbitrary momentum scale. The test function f provides

the necessary (ultra-soft) cut-o� in the calculation of the
integral.

After an evident change of variable, we get
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The first term under the integral can be reduced to a
pseudo-function, using (11). Indeed, with Z = 1/X, we
have
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The notation f(u)|a simply indicates that f(u) should be
taken at the value u = a, the lower limit of integration be-
ing taken care of by the definition of the pseudo-function.
This result is reminiscent of the property

⌦
dDp(p2)n = 0,

for any n, in DR [15].
The self-energy thus writes
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The constant factor M2
H/�2 in the argument of the test

function has no physical meaning since it can be absorbed
by a rescaling of the arbitrary dimensionless scale ⇤2. This
can be easily seen by applying the Lagrange formula (6)
with the intrinsic scale a = M2

H/�2 and k = 0. It can thus
safely be removed 1.

We can now apply the Lagrange formula for k = 0.
Using the boundary condition on the support of the test
function

Xt ⇥ H(X) = ⇤2Xg�(X) , (19)

we finally get, in the limit f ⇤ 1
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We shall come back in Sec. 4 to the meaning of the limiting
procedure f ⇤ 1 in the presence of a physical cut-o�
�eff to define the domain of validity of the (e�ective)
underlying theory.

It is easy to see that using a näıve cut-o� on k2E one
would have obtained, in the large �C limit
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1 This could also be done more directly by choosing a par-
ticular value for �.

4 P. Grangé et al.: The fine-tuning problem revisited in the light of the Taylor-Lagrange renormalization scheme
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+ . . . ,

(14)
where mt,MW,Z and MH are the masses of the top quark,
W,Z and Higgs bosons respectively, and v is the vacuum
expectation value of the Higgs potential in the Standard
Model. The dots include logarithmic corrections in �C as
well as contributions independent of �C in the large �C

limit.
The calculation of the four di�erent types of contribu-

tions shown in Fig. 1 is very easy in TLRS. Let us first
illustrate the calculation of the simple Higgs loop contri-
bution in Fig. 1.b. In Euclidean space one has

�i⇥1b,H = �3iM2
H

2v2

↵ �

0

d4kE
(2⌅)4

1

k2E +M2
H

f

⌃
k2E
�2

⌥
, (15)

where k2E is the square of the four-momentum k in Eu-
clidean space. As already mentioned in Sec. 2, � is an
arbitrary momentum scale. The test function f provides

the necessary (ultra-soft) cut-o� in the calculation of the
integral.

After an evident change of variable, we get

⇥1b,H =
3M4

H

32⌅2v2

↵ �

0
dX

X

X + 1
f

⌃
M2

H

�2
X

⌥
(16)

=
3M4

H

32⌅2v2

↵ �

0
dX

⌃
1� 1

X + 1

⌥
f

⌃
M2

H

�2
X

⌥
.

The first term under the integral can be reduced to a
pseudo-function, using (11). Indeed, with Z = 1/X, we
have

↵ �

0
dXf(X) =

↵ �

0

dZ

Z2
f

⌃
M2

H

�2

1

Z

⌥
(17)

=

↵ �

0
dZ Pf

⌃
1

Z2

⌥

= � 1

Z

⇧⇧⇧⇧
�

= 0 .

The notation f(u)|a simply indicates that f(u) should be
taken at the value u = a, the lower limit of integration be-
ing taken care of by the definition of the pseudo-function.
This result is reminiscent of the property

⌦
dDp(p2)n = 0,

for any n, in DR [15].
The self-energy thus writes

⇥1b,H = � 3M4
H

32⌅2v2

↵ �

0
dX

1

X + 1
f

⌃
M2

H

�2
X

⌥
. (18)

The constant factor M2
H/�2 in the argument of the test

function has no physical meaning since it can be absorbed
by a rescaling of the arbitrary dimensionless scale ⇤2. This
can be easily seen by applying the Lagrange formula (6)
with the intrinsic scale a = M2

H/�2 and k = 0. It can thus
safely be removed 1.

We can now apply the Lagrange formula for k = 0.
Using the boundary condition on the support of the test
function

Xt ⇥ H(X) = ⇤2Xg�(X) , (19)

we finally get, in the limit f ⇤ 1

⇥1b = � 3M4
H

32⌅2v2

↵ �

0
dX⇧X

⌃
X

X + 1

⌥↵ ⇥

1

dt

t

= � 3M4
H

32⌅2v2
ln
�
⇤2
⇥
. (20)

We shall come back in Sec. 4 to the meaning of the limiting
procedure f ⇤ 1 in the presence of a physical cut-o�
�eff to define the domain of validity of the (e�ective)
underlying theory.

It is easy to see that using a näıve cut-o� on k2E one
would have obtained, in the large �C limit

⇥C
1b,H =

3M2
H

32⌅2v2

�
�2
C �M2

H ln

⌃
�2
C

M2
H

⌥ 
. (21)

1 This could also be done more directly by choosing a par-
ticular value for �.

In the absence of a symmetry or some 
other conspiracy enforcing cancellations, it 
would appear that the electroweak scale 
can only be obtained by fine-tuning a bare 
parameter against (cut-off)2 dependent 
radiative corrections

m2
H = m2

0 + 3
⇤2

8⇡2v2

�
m2

H + 2m2
W +m2

Z � 4m2
t

�

  Existence of super heavy particles leads to difficulties

  Neutrino oscillations?

  Supersymmetry and/or  quantum gravity?

  Cosmoligical constant?

  Anthropic principle? 
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Is it the ‘Higgs’?
•                        ?JPC = 0++

• Its coupling to fermions and gauge bosons?
• Its self coupling ?

MH = 126GeV• What does it tell us that
•  Precision measurements and predictions for Higgs properties
• Phenomenology driven research at the LHC for 20 years
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